SCOTT WILBER AWARD APPLICATION
10th Annual 4-State Governmental Affairs Meeting cont.
c) #8 in the country for TN reduction at 381,972 lbs/year.
d) Since 2010, they have been able to “delist” 780 stream
miles within the State.
7) Standard set of water quality parameters that are
included in assessments include TSS, pH, temperature,
bacteria, TP, chlorophyll, dissolved oxygen, and atrazine.
8) The biggest WRAPS program challenges are budget
limitations and the fact that it is a voluntary program.
The 5-year budget needs are approximately $58.1 million
for BMP’s only, and that does not include the cost of
information gathering, technical assistance, etc. to sustain
the practices. The current actual annual budget available
is approximately $1.7 million vs. a goal of approximately
$11.1 million, which would leave a deficit of $9.4 million.
7. Other State Summaries on Nutrients
a. IDNR: Adam Schnieders is co-chairing an Association
of Clean Water Agencies (ACWA) committee that is setting
goals for the 12 States involved in the Gulf Hypoxia Task
Force. Iowa serves on the point source portion of the
Hypoxia Task Force. Key committee discussion points:
1) Progress is being made for point source and NPS
metrics through innovations and research.
2) The emphasis is on tracking land use changes—they
need aerial tracking.
3) Encouragement will be made to states not actively
monitoring nutrients. Should move from monthly
sampling to using real-time nitrate monitoring sensors
(already being used in 28 locations in Iowa). No reliable
real-time monitoring sensors yet exist for TP.
4) Such technical hurdles have stifled nutrient trading and
how to establish baselines.
5) Nutrient criteria for lakes will be coming out more
starting this fall and later for cyanotoxins.
6) The upcoming change in national EPA administration
creates unknowns. Will emphasis on nutrients remain?
Consistency in messaging from EPA is important.
b. MDNR: They are considering a new nutrient tracking tool
for NPS controls that was developed by Charleston College
in Texas for looking at NPS reductions; good too for
trading programs.
c. Discussion:
1) NWEA: Is there any plan to use a multi-state approach
for large rivers like the Missouri River?
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2) IDNR: 31 states and various tribes are involved with the
Gulf Hypoxia Task Force. There is no particular emphasis on
a single river so far; but there are some interstate cross-overs.
3) NWEA: it was stated in a previous GA meeting that
80% of nutrients come from a few large storms every year
and that it would take an estimated 3 to 4 decades to flush
out the solids within the Mississippi River Watershed in
order to measure cause-and-effects. Would we be better to
simply go to an overall technology-based approach?
4) IDNR: They need multiple metrics tracking.
Monitoring must include water quality parameters, land
use changes, etc—very complicated. Even a HUC-12
watershed size requires a decade or more of monitoring.
We need to first monitor small watersheds to get impetus
to monitor the larger ones and get the necessary funding.
About half of the money comes from ag and the rest
comes from many other agencies. They are doing the best
they can for available funding.
5) KDHE: Agreed that the majority of nutrients come
from a few large storms. For the Cheney Reservoir in
Kansas, it’s a fact that 90% of nutrients come from such
large storms. So, there is a need for more research and
development on BMP’s, such as cover crops and soil
health. Large back-to-back storms vs. extended drought how do we best balance out BMP’s?
6) NWEA: Mentioned the concept that EPA has been
wrestling with for years; that being using design storms
for various sectors of the country.

Any member of the Nebraska Water Environment Association is eligible to apply or nominate a fellow member
as a possible recipient of the Scott Wilber Award. All applicants will be evaluated by the Scott Wilber Award
Committee. Award categories include Best in Class for each of the four facility size classes, Innovation, Outstanding
Facility, as well as potential submission at a national WEF level. Those selected to receive an award will be notified
and presented the award at the Annual Fall Conference. Application or nomination shall be received by July 17, 2017.
Completed applications should be submitted to Andrew Synhorst, PE., 11717 Burt Street, Suite 210, Omaha, NE 68154,
402.934.3681/fax, or email asynhorst@jeo.com.

APPLICATION FOR MUNICIPAL OR INDUSTRIAL SCOTT WILBER AWARD
You are applying for which award? Municipal

Industrial

Facility Name:
Mailing Address:
NWEA/NWOD Membership #:
Name of Facility Contact: 					

Phone:

How many employees does the treatment facility have on staff? Full time

Part time

How many are certified operators?
Has the chief operator served at the facility for one year? Yes

No

Treatment Facility type:
Municipal

Ind. Process

Average influent BOD loading:

Ind. Pretreatment

Ind. Domestic

lbs/day

7) MWEA: It was suggested that multiple utilities and
states partner to study climatic changes more closely
and to try to project regional needs. That is, will today’s
designs work in the future? Is there sufficient money to
design around large storm events?

Average daily flow:		

8) EPA R7: It was noted that September 2016 is the National
Preparedness Month for utilities, with an emphasis to build
resilience with respect to climate change.

If a municipal application, are the facility personnel also in charge of sewer line maintenance? Yes/No

9) KDHE: Also emphasized recovery from large events,
since we can’t control them. We just want “net wins”.
Criteria should also reflect the big hits once every 3
months by default.

Age of facility and date(s) of upgrade:

Much More Detailed Information is Easily Available.
Contact author at lyle.christensen@hdrinc.com to obtain a
22-page copy of meeting notes, presentation slides, and
various handouts.

mgd

The acreage inside of the facility fence line is: 		

If you have any questions regarding the completion of this application, please call Andrew Synhorst at
(402) 392.9909. We look forward to visiting your facility.
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